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DPA Case Study: 10kW Ground Mount Solar System

Ground Mounts are largely viewed as last resort option because
they can be costly and more time consuming on install than
roof mounted systems.

Solar Mad in NSW have plenty of experience with Ground Mounts
having developed their own system installing hundreds of
projects with them. Recently they put the Radiant TerrainRac
Ground Mount system through it’s paces on a 10kW project in
Griffith. 

The Project 

The customer has significant power requirements on the
property. In addition to a large house and pumps, they run a
small almond grove. The solution to offset the grid power usage
was a 10.4kW Ground Mounted Solar system using 260W
panels and an ABB Aurora 10kW 3phase inverter. The system
with 2 arrays of 5.2kW spread across the 2 MPPTs was installed
on a North-West and the other North-East facing aspect to
increasing the time it produced power each day.

The Ground Mount

Solar Mad chose to use the Radiant TerrainRac Ground Mount
system with screw piles to achieve the North-West, North-East
aspect requirements which couldn’t be done with the available
roof space. 

Brian O’Sullivan who’s team were installing the Radiant system
said,“once the screws went in it was like child’s play… we were
really surprised how quickly it went together”.  Previously they
had used their own, engineered steel solution, but after using
for the first time Brian said it was simply “quicker and cheaper”

The Result

The project aim was to provide the customer with the longest
production window possible and to reduce grid feed-in without
having the benefits of a solid feed-in tariff. The split array has
resulted in a flatter power curve giving the customer production
a larger window of production and limiting any excess power
being wasted.

AT A GLANCE
Project:
10kW Ground Mount Solar System

Products

Aurora 10kW 3 Phase Inverter
Radiant TerrainRac Ground Mount
LG 260W Mono Solar Panels

Installer: Solar Mad Griffith, NSW

“once the screws went in it was
like child’s play… we were really
surprised how quickly it went
together... (this solution was)
quicker and cheaper.”
Brian O’Sullivan
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